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It’s true. Who you know may be as important as what you 

know in moving your career ahead. Sound career advice counsels women to 

get a mentor. Having someone who will advise them, provide feedback on 

how to improve, be a role model, and teach them the ropes for navigating 

through corporate politics to gain access to influential networks is seen as 

key to getting ahead. 

Evidence from Catalyst’s The Promise of Future Leadership: Highly Talented Employees in 

the Pipeline research program to date demonstrates that high-potential women lag high-

potential men in advancement and compensation right from their first post-MBA jobs.  

Countering conventional wisdom, this lag was not due to lower aspirations or having  

children.1

The question, then, is whether a lack of mentoring contributed to that early gap and 

whether, when done effectively, mentoring can begin to close the gender gap. Some  

women have suggested that they’ve often felt mentored to death with nothing tangible  

to show from the advice-getting activities.2 Companies and firms have been investing in 

mentoring programs, including those geared toward high-potential women, for many years.3  
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To answer this question, Catalyst drew from an online survey conducted in 2008 of more 

than 4,000 MBA alumni who graduated between 1996 and 2007 from top schools in Asia, 

Canada, Europe, and the United States. We found that mentors have an impact on high 

potentials’ career advancement from day one and continue to have an impact as careers 

progress—but that men reaped greater benefits from mentoring than women. 

Findings revealed that:

  From the first job on, men received higher compensation, were more highly placed in 

the organization, and received more promotions of greater monetary value over time.

  Having a mentor—especially one at the CEO or senior executive level—led to more 

promotions and greater compensation but didn’t close the gender gap.

  Having had a mentor but letting the relationship lapse wasn’t enough. Current  

mentoring relationships had a greater impact on advancement.

Has tHis investment led to tHe desired outcomes? 

In particular, high potentials whose mentors were highly placed in the organization  

benefited most from mentoring relationships. Such mentors would have been in a  

position to provide their protégés not only with general mentoring support, but with 

sponsorship—a specific kind of career support that goes beyond simply providing  

feedback and advice to actually advocating for high potentials’ promotion in deliberation 

meetings.4 This advocacy can only be provided by people with a seat at the decision- 

making table and is a benefit of active, current relationships. While lapsed mentors,  

regardless of their position within the organization, may have left their protégés with 

advice they can carry forward in their careers, they may no longer be actively advocating 

on their mentee’s behalf. 

But even women who had senior-level support failed to get compensated the same as men. 

Thus, while mentoring, and especially sponsorship, is helpful and even necessary, it isn’t 

enough. It’s not a silver bullet that will close the gender gap—even women with highly 

placed mentors continued to fall further and further behind men over time. 
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equivalent proportions of women 
and men had a mentor before their 

first job

  Women and men were equally likely 

to have had a mentor (26% of women  

versus 28% of men) whom they  

relied upon for career advice sometime 

prior to their first post-MBA job. 

mentoRs iMPACT AdVANCeMeNT FRom daY one,5 But men BeneFit  
MOre tHan Women

Mentoring benefited first job  
placement and compensation— 
but the payoff was greater for  
men than women

  Men and women who had a mentor  

were more likely to start their first 

post-MBA job in higher positions 

than those without a mentor, but men  

benefited more than women. 

  Even after taking into account 

number of years of experience,  

industry, and global region,  

mentoring paid off more for men 

than women.6

  Men were more likely to take a first 

job assignment at a higher rank with 

a greater level of responsibility than 

women,7 and mentoring helped men 

get these upper-level positions more 

than women.

  Men who had a mentor were 93% 

more likely to be placed at mid- 

manager level or above than men 

without a mentor. 

  Women with a mentor increased  

their odds of being placed at mid-

manager or above by 56% over 

women without a mentor.8

  Having a mentor before starting  

their first post-MBA job led to  

greater compensation, but men  

benefited more than women.9

  Men who had a mentor received  

$9,260 more in their first 

post-MBA job than women with a  

mentor. 

  Men with a mentor were paid  

$6,726 more than men without 

a mentor.

  Mentoring made less of an impact  

on women’s compensation. Women  

with a mentor were paid only 

$661 more than women without 

a mentor.
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Figure 2: Mentor's Job Level When the Mentoring Relationship was Formed
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But men’s mentors were more 
highly placed in the organization

  When the mentoring relationship was 

formed, more men than women 
had a mentor at the CeO or  
senior executive level (62% of men 

versus 52% of women).13 

  This is not simply because men held 

more senior level positions than 

women—men’s mentors were more 

senior than women’s even after  

controlling for their own job level.14

  Instead, it’s likely because who you 

know matters.

  Research shows that when left 

to their own devices, individuals  

choose to associate with others  

like themselves.15 Thus, men are 

more likely to affiliate with other  

men and women with other women.

  High-potential men were more 

likely than women to choose 

male mentors (91% male  

mentors versus 9% female  

mentors); high-potential women 

were more likely than men to 

choose female mentors (65% 

male mentors versus 35%  

female mentors).16

  Because in most organizations  

there are more men than women 

in senior executive positions,17 

the pool of male mentors at the 

top is correspondingly larger. 

Thus, when left to their own  

devices, men will be more likely to 

accrue the advantage of finding a 

mentor at the top, someone who 

looks a lot like them.

To measure the ongoing impact of mentors,  

we examined the career experiences of  

high potentials during the job they held 

as of the 2008 survey.10 We found 

that women and men alike had current  

mentoring relationships, but that men’s 

mentors had more clout. This is critical as 

sponsors must be both highly placed 

in the organization and actively  
advocating on their mentee’s behalf 

to have an impact. 

Women and men were equally 
likely to have an active mentoring  

relationship

  Over half of survey respondents reported 

having an active mentoring relationship 

(58% of women and 55% of men). 

  More men than women had never had 

a mentor (24% of men versus 17% of 

women).11

  Women were more likely to have had 

a mentoring relationship lapse (24% of 

women versus 20% of men).12

And women and men found their 
mentors in similar ways

  67% of both women and men found 

their most helpful mentor on their own. 

  17% found their mentor through a  

formal mentoring program.

mentoRs continued to imPact caReeRs, But MeN’s MeNTOrs HAd MOre CLOUT
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in High Potentials’ 2008 Job 

mentoRs—esPeciallY tHose at tHe toP—HelPed naRRoW But did not close THe CAreer  
AdVANCeMeNT GeNder GAP

Men received more promotions18 

than women  

  32% of high potentials had received 

one promotion while in their 2008 

job; 25% had received two or more  

promotions. 

  Men had more promotions than did  

women even after taking into  

account prior work experience, time 

in role, starting level, industry, and 

region.19

And men’s promotions came with 
greater salary increases than 

women’s 

  Men got higher salary increases per  

promotion than women, perpetuating 

the gender gap established in their first 

job.

  For men, each promotion in their 2008 

job amounted to an extra 21% in 

compensation.20

  F or women, each promotion amounted 

to an extra 2% in compensation.21

Mentoring—especially from senior-
level mentors—led to advancement  
up the corporate ladder for both 
women and men 

  High potentials with current mentoring  

relationships received significantly more 

promotions.22

  Those with mentors at the CEO or  

senior executive level, or whose  

mentors were at higher levels than they 

were (i.e., supervisor level or above)  

received more promotions.23 

  Women who had mentors at the top 

got promoted at the same rate as 

men who had mentors at the top.24  

But men had greater compensation 
growth than women—even when 

both had senior-level mentors  

  High potentials with an active  

mentoring relationship were more  

likely to have received higher salary  

increases. These results were true for 

both women and men. 

  Women with senior-level mentors 

had higher compensation growth 

than women with mentors at lower 

levels.25

  Men with senior-level mentors had  

higher compensation growth than 

men with mentors at lower levels.26

  But women’s salary increases  

overall were still lower than those 

of men. When comparing the dollar  

value of the increases, women’s  
compensation still lagged men 

whether or not their mentor was placed 

at the top.27

Mentor’s level, not gender, impacted 

career advancement

  Although women were more likely to  

have formed a mentoring relationship 

with a female mentor than were men 

(36% of women versus 11% of men),28 

the mentor’s gender did not have  

an impact on high potentials’  

promotions.29

  What mattered was where the mentor  

was placed in the organization.  

Male and female mentors in senior  

executive positions were equally  

likely to succeed in facilitating high  

potentials’ advancement.
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does not fully close  
the salary gap.»
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starting from behind, women have 
further to catch up—but having a 

current mentoring relationship helps

  In Pipeline’s Broken Promise, we found 

that women earned $4,600 less than 
men in their first post-MBA job.30

   Pipeline women who had active  

mentors in 2008 had achieved 27% 

higher salary growth than pipeline 

women without current mentors.31 

Pipeline men who had active  

mentors had achieved 6% higher  

salary growth than pipeline men  

without active mentors.32 

  The message is clear— women  

without current mentor ing  

relationships are at risk of falling  

even further behind on salary.

  With a 27% differential, current 

mentoring relationships can help 

women narrow the salary gap, 

but they don’t completely close it. 

Men still had greater salary growth 

than women even when mentoring  

relationships were taken into  

account.33 Because salary increases  

are typically a percentage of 

base even when accompanying  

promotions, and because women 

start from behind,34 the impact of 

mentoring does not fully close the 

salary gap.

securing sponsorship may  

accelerate advancement

With the enormous investment of  

resources, time, and energy that  

organizations and individual women 

have made in mentoring programs,  

readjustments can pay big dividends in 

helping women maximize mentoring  

relationships and make greater strides 

in their career advancement and salary  

progression. In Why Men Still Get 

More Promotions than Women35 we 

introduce the concept of sponsorship 

—having someone highly placed in the  

organization who will advocate for high 

potentials when it comes to promotions  

or the highly visible development  

opportunities necessary for advancement. 

cuRRent mentoRinG RelationsHiPs stoP Women FRom FALLiNG FUrTHer BeHiNd

Savvy senior executives truly understand 

the business imperative for identifying and 

developing the next generation of  leaders. 

In the insights from the Top section  

of this report, senior leaders from top 

global companies and firms share their 

perspectives on sponsorship. In the  

Action on the Ground section of this 

report, senior executives share some of 

the strategies they have implemented to 

sponsor high potentials. 

Catalyst’s tool Maximizing Mentoring 

and Securing Sponsorship36 provides  

additional recommendations for how  

companies and individuals can support 

high potentials through sponsorship.

http://www.catalyst.org/publication/372/pipelines-broken-promise
http://hbr.org/2010/09/why-men-still-get-more-promotions-than-women/ar/1
http://hbr.org/2010/09/why-men-still-get-more-promotions-than-women/ar/1
http://www.catalyst.org/publication/413/maximizing-mentoring-and-securing-sponsorship
http://www.catalyst.org/publication/413/maximizing-mentoring-and-securing-sponsorship
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insiGHts FROM THE TOP
“ People tend to incorrectly use the words “mentor” and “sponsor” interchangeably. We’ve all 

had mentors who have offered advice, but sponsors are the people inside our company who 

have helped us get to senior levels. Sponsors are what you really need to succeed.” 

— Gordon M. Nixon, President & CEO, RBC

“ As you move up within an organization, it’s important to have the sponsorship of someone 

who has enough leverage in the organization to make things happen, otherwise it won’t be 

effective. In most senior level jobs, you need sponsorship to make it to the very top.” 

— Elizabeth J. Smith, General Manager,  

GTS Offering Management & Development, IBM Corporation 

“ For me, what this discussion brings out is the need for companies to make transparent  

the act of sponsoring candidates… and legitimize “sponsorship” as a business process.  

The activity takes place anyway… and by taking sponsorship out from behind closed doors… 

companies will improve their accountability towards an equitable and fair career development 

and promotion process.” — Teresa Finley, Corporate Controller, UPS

“ Senior leaders need to send a clear message that a consistent focus on talent management 

is necessary for business success. And one voice at the table isn’t enough. When you’re 

a sponsor you need to garner broad support—you need your peers to be on board with 

the candidates for whom you are advocating. Collateral support is critical to being a good  

sponsor.”

— Jim Chambers, President, US Snacks & Confectionery, Kraft Foods Global, Inc. 
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action ON THE GROUND
“ We work to keep our leadership pipeline filled by identifying high potentials for the top 200 

roles in our firm and engaging our entire senior leadership team in sponsoring them and  

supporting their ongoing development—the board of directors, the entire management 

committee, and numerous managing partners. Our goal is, ultimately, to have all of our  

senior leaders want to be actively involved in sponsorship initiatives, because they want to be  

associated with success.  As these leaders share with each other some of the successes of the 

people they are sponsoring, it will spur others to succeed. It creates a desire to be excellent.” 

—Kathy H. Hannan, National Managing Partner,  

Diversity and Corporate Responsibility, KPMG LLP 

“ We have a two-year leadership program at McDonald’s that specifically targets high potentials. The 

management team selects the participants and has ownership of the program. Three teams of six 

are each given a real-life project that we might have otherwise hired a consultant to tackle. Through 

working on the project, participants are exposed to a variety of people across the business, both 

in terms of departments and around the world. Each team presents results to management, and 

not only have the majority of the participants been promoted soon after completing the program 

but management has adopted many of their recommendations. We recognize that we will lose 

high potentials if we don’t do something with them, and people fight to get their mentees into 

the program. We intentionally pick a diverse class and ensure we are developing employees who 

will provide a diverse and talented pipeline.” 

—Jan Fields, President, McDonald's USA, LLC 
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